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NEWS RELEASE
Dacor built-in refrigeration delivers fresh food preservation alternative
Ultra-premium refrigeration products offer the perfect complement to a full line of
luxury cooking appliances
LOS ANGELES, CA – Dacor®, a leading manufacturer of ultra-premium kitchen appliances, introduced its
latest innovation, the Discovery® 36- and 30-inch Fully Integrated Refrigerator. This new line of fully
integrated refrigeration is the perfect addition to Dacor’s best-in-class cooking products. Kitchen designers
can now specify the complete Dacor kitchen and be confident the refrigeration products will offer the high
level of quality, craftsmanship and performance that home chefs have come to expect from Dacor’s cooking
products.
“We offer innovative appliances that empower home chefs and help them cook with the freshest ingredients,”
said Dacor President and CEO Chuck Huebner. “As a result of the dual-compressor and dual-evaporator
cooling system, the Discovery Refrigeration line provides top-of-the-line food preservation. This refrigerator
gives home chefs a new level of quality and style to elevate their cooking experience.”
TWEET THIS: Discovery Refrigerator from @DacorKitchen brings quality, craftsmanship & performance to
the #kitchen http://bit.ly/1O40aiE
The new Discovery Fully Integrated Refrigerator incorporates numerous exclusive features including
FlushFit™, a patented hinge system that allows seamless, built-in installation for today’s luxury kitchen. The
new hinge system also ensures balanced movement, stability and flush installation of custom panels with
nearly zero clearance of the adjacent cabinets required.
“Our new refrigeration line incorporates intelligent, intuitive design inside and out,” said Huebner. “The flush
composition is what designers are looking for and the spacious interior offers ample storage that is a necessity
for the passionate cook.”
Other exclusive features include SoftShut™ drawers that quietly pull the drawers closed with ease, white
commercial grade interiors, Glass Touch controls, stylish LED lighting, and Dacor’s distinctive BeadBlast™
finish on all stainless crisper bins and trims. This unique process provides a scratch-resistant surface that is
impenetrable by bacteria and odors for extended food preservation.

(MORE)

Dacor 2
The flexible FreshZone™ drawer can be converted from freezer to fridge or used as a fresh food
compartment. With its advanced vacuum insulation panel technology, the Discovery Refrigeration line also
meets the Department of Energy’s newest energy efficiency standards.
The Discovery 36- and 30-inch Fully Integrated Refrigerators are available in three configurations: stainless
steel “Pro Style” with top compressor, stainless steel with bottom compressor or custom panel ready with
bottom compressor. All configurations are available with left- or right-side hinges.
To learn more about Dacor and its selection of ultra-premium kitchen appliances, visit www.dacor.com.
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Discovery® 36-inch Fully Integrated Refrigerator

About Dacor
Founded in 1965, Dacor is a leading manufacturer of ultra-premium kitchen appliances. Designed and built
in California, Dacor’s cooking appliances integrate function and technology to create high-performing,
intuitive products that reflect the lifestyle and needs of the passionate cook. Dacor is also the first and only
ultra-premium appliance brand to be tested and recommended by the Master Chefs of Le Cordon Bleu. Le
Cordon Bleu is considered the world’s most respected culinary arts and hospitality educator. Dacor's fullsuite of award-winning appliances include ranges, cooktops, wall ovens, refrigeration, ventilation and wine
preservation. Family-owned for more than 50 years, the company is responsible for many of the innovations
that have improved the way people cook in the modern kitchen. www.dacor.com

